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Publireport / Sponsored Post on www.concertopro.ch 

ProSeller will set up your post and list it in chronological order on the front page. With every new post, the teaser will 
move one position further down. 
 

The posts have to arrive at the Concerto editorial team at least one week before going live. Failing to keep reserved 
dates can result in your post being postponed. Before going live, you will receive a preview link of the post which we 
will publish after your confirmation.  

 

Example Publireport / Sponsored Post 
Display on the post date on the Concerto front page. 
Publireport: Top position within slider for at least 3 days (on top), afterwards as teaser 
Sponsored Post: In general as teaser (below) 
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Example of a Publireport 

 
  
Example of a Sponsored Post 
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Display in the Concerto Newsletter 

Once or twice a week, ProSeller sends out 
«Concerto News» with all new published posts 
since the last mailing. The editors reserve the right 
to change the publication dates. The Publireport 
will be sent with picture, the Sponsored Post 
without.  

 

Push Notifications 

The post will also be delivered by push notification 
to the visitors of the website.  

 

 

 

 

Content Specifications 
 
1. The content of the post must have a topic related to the 

Concerto website. The target audience are ICT resellers in 
Switzerland. The editors reserve the right to refuse posts 
that do not meet the specifications. 

2. The text has to be free from errors and the title may have 
a maximum length of 40 characters. Every post has to 
have an editorial lead. The images have to be provided in 
good quality. As standard, 3 images per post will be 
published. 

3. Publireport: The content has to be unique and must not 
already have been published elsewhere on the internet. 
Reports with identical or similar text will be excluded from 
Google’s search engine. In general, the post should be 
written in a way to provide extra value for the clients and 
in a neutral way (as if written by ProSeller). It should not 
be perceived as advertising. ProSeller reserves the right to 
edit or rewrite the post if necessary. 

4. Sponsored Posts: May already have been published on the 
internet. Due to this, the Google indexation is turned off 
by default. All posts may have a clear promotional 
appearance. 

5. Links to external websites are set to «nofollow» by 
default. They may only link to pages without a penalty by 
Google and that are accessible and not from the 
categories violence, erotica, politics, and racism. 

6. The posts have to be submitted at least one week before 
publication. Exceptions have to be negotiated with the 
editors in advance. 

 

 

 

 


